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ABSTRACT 
The order of a partition x (relative to N) is defined as the largest i for which 
the number of summands in the closed interval [i, i + N - 11 is at least i. By 
studying the generating function for partitions into distinct parts not exceeding 
2N with given order, we are able to derive an identity of importance in the 
theory of partitions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following identity is quite important in the theory of partitions: 
] + f (xq; dn-1 (e; s)n (f; q)n (1 - w2”)(- 1)” (x2/ef)” q”(3n+1)‘2 
n=l (4; dn We; dn bdfi dn 
q] = fJ fi (1 - a$.$)/ fi fi (1 - b,q”). 
i=l $=(I h=l k=O 
(l-1) 
It may be obtained from Watson’s q-analog of Whipple’s theorem 
[7, p. 100, eq. (3.4.1.5)] by letting c, ~2, andg + CO. 
If we let e -+ co andf + 00 in (1 . 1), we obtain the formula from which 
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the Rogers-Ramanujan identities are deduced [6, p. 2941. If we replace 4 
by q2, and then replace e by -q, and let f - co, we obtain the formula 
[4, p. 165, eq. (2.16) Ifrom which Gijllnitz deduced what are known as the 
Gollnitz-Gordon identities (cf. [5, p. 7411). If we replace q by q3, and then 
set e = - q, f = -q2, we obtain a formula [2, eq. (2.16)] from which a 
partition theorem of Schur may be deduced. Finally by setting e = 4\/4, 
f= -l/ij,‘t’ p I 1s ossible to deduce Theorem 1 of [l]. 
The object of this paper is to show that a study of partitions into distinct 
parts utilizing what we shall call the order of a partition allows a relatively 
short proof of (1.1). 
We shall prove the following identity. 
C--x% q)2N 
= i. (-xq; q)n-l X”qn(3+1)‘2 (1 + X@‘“)[ Y](-xqn+“+l; q)N--n ) 
(1.2) 
where 
[“I i 
= bq”-“+I; 4Mq; 4)s > O<n<N, 
n 7 otherwise. 
Previously this identity was deduced by letting b, c, d, and e all -+co in the 
q-analog of Dougall’s theorem [7, p. 94, eq. (3.3.1.1)]; equation (i) in 
[3, p. 51 is equivalent to (1.2). 
2. PROOF OF (1.1) 
The coefficient of xfiq” on the left side of (1.2) is clearly the number of 
partitions of v into t.~ distinct parts each of which is < 2N. 
Let Z- denote a partition of some number into distinct parts all < 2N. 
Define gi(r) to be the number of summands of n lying in the closed interval 
[i, i + N - I]. Clearly gi+l(7r) - gi(r) = 0, &l for all i. Hence, if 
hi(r) = gi(r) - i, then hi+,(n) - hi(~) = 0, -1, -2, for all i. Define the 
order of 7~ to be the largest i for which hi(r) is nonnegative. More simply 
the order of r is the largest i for which the number of summands in 
[i, i + N - l] is > i. Thus, if r is of order n, since h,(r) > 0, and hN(n) < 0, 
we see that 0 < n < N. 
If n = 0, then there are clearly no parts of rr in [l, N - l] and indeed N 
cannot be a summand either or else the maximality of n will be contra- 
dicted. Hence the generating function for partitions of order n = 0 is 
(-xqn+N+l; q)N--n . 
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Now, if 12 > 0 is the order of VT, then g,(n) = IZ or n + 1 by the maxi- 
mality of n. Furthermore, if g,(n) = n + 1, then IZ must be a summand of 
n and N + n must not be a summand of n. Finally, if g,(r) = n, then 
again the maximality of n implies that if N + n is a summand of n, 
II is also. Thus we have 3 classes of partitions of order 12 > 0 to consider: 
Class 1. Order 7r = n, glL(n) = n, 12 + N not a summand of 7~. 
Class 2. Order rr = IZ, g,(n) = n, I? + N a summand of 7r. 
Class 3. Order 7~ = n, g,(r) = n + 1. 
We now derive the generating function for the partions in Class 1. 
First we recall that 
is the generating function for partition into j distinct parts each of which 
is < N [6, p. 280, Th. 3481. In Class 1, there are exactly n parts in 
[n, n + N - 11. These are generated by 
-pqn(n-l)+[n(n+l)/2] 
N [ I n ’
Since n + N does not appear, the parts > n + N are generated by 
( -Xqn+N+l; q),,Ln . 
The parts < n are generated by 
C--x% d&-l * 
Hence the generating function for the partitions in Class 1 is 
(--xq; q)n-l xnqn@n-1)/2 [ 1 ; (-xqN+N+$ q)N-%. 
For Class 2 we note that, since n + N is a summand, n must be also. 
Therefore the parts in the interval [n, n + N] are generated by 
Xqn+NXqnX"-lq(n-l)n+In(n-l)/2] [Zl- 
The remaining parts are generated as before and thus the generating 
function for the partition in Class 2 is 
qN(-xq; q)n-l X”+lqn@*+l)P rL-7 (-Xqn+N+l; q)N+ . (2.2) 
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For Class 3 we have noted that n appears and n + N does not appear. 
Hence the partitions in [n, n + N] are generated by 
N-l 
XqnXnqn*+[n(n+l)121 n . [ I 
Thus we obtain for Class 3 the generating function 
(-xq; q)n-l Xn+lq-+3)/2 
1 I N ; l (-Xq"+N+l; q)N--n. (2.3) 
Hence, adding the generating functions of the three classes for all possible 
orders, we obtain 
(-xq; q)2N = 2 (-xq; q)n-l Xnqn@n-1)/2 
?Z=O 
x ([f] +wq4N--n [;I:] + [“; ‘I)) 
x (-Xqn+N+l; 4)N-n 
= i. (-xq; q)+1 xnqfi'3n-1)'2 
x [ I ; (1 + Xq2n)(-xqn+N+l; q)N+ . 
Interpreting (-xq; q)-1 as (1 + x)-l, we see that the partitions of order 
n = 0 have been treated correctly also. Thus we have (1.2). 
3. DERIVATION OF (1.1) FROM (1.2) 
We start with the elegant and elementary Bailey transform [3, p. 11. If 
under suitable convergence conditions. For 
provided interchange of summation is justified. 
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Letting *, = I/h; dn, u, = ll(xq; 4% , 6, = (e),(f>,(xqlef)n, and 
summing the series for yn by the q-analog of Gauss’s theorem, we obtain 
(as did Bailey [3, p. 3, eq. (3.1)]), 
provided 
a0 =1. (3.2) 
Let us rewrite (1.2) by dividing both sides by (-xq; q)&q; q)N . Thus 
I,(q. q)N = 2 (-xq; 4Ll Xnqn(3n-1)‘2 (1 + xq2”) 2 n=O (4; q>n (9; c&u2 (--xq; &+n (3.3) 
Replacing x by -x in (3.3) we see that we have (3.2) with Pn = 
Ilk; dn , and 
a, = (- l)*(xq; q)n-lXnqn(3n-1)‘2(l - xqZ”)/(q; q)n . 
These values for 01, and /& yield the convergence conditions required in 
Bailey’s transform and thus may be substituted into (3.1). This yields 
(1.1) as indeed Bailey observed in equation (i) of [3, p. 51. 
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